
SURFACE FINISHES 
according to Bod‘or



COLOR COLLECTION 
The concept  

Focus on the essential. A colour concept that unifies the full spectrum of International colour and 

design trends. 11 basic colors on a variety of different surface finishes: premium silk lacquer, super 

matt and oak-brushed solid wood veneers with a matt finish. Color Collection increases the number 

of finish combinations within a defined colour range. 

Milk Grey White Sand Soft Taupe

Stone Mouse Grey Pepper Concrete

Thunder Soft Black Traffic Black   



COLOR COLLECTION
Premium silk   

Typical Bod’or KTM manufacture: lacquering by hand. Meticulously applied lacquer finishes. This is 

what the unique quality of our lacquered surfaces is based on. Applied layer by layer, by hand.  

Premium silk with a finish depending on your requirements. A choice from any of the  

11 trendy Color Collection shades, and in all RAL, NCS or Sikkens colours.



COLOR COLLECTION 
Super Matt   

Apparent contrast. Visible harmony. Super Matt surfaces have a classy look, with a warmth that’s 

subtle and uncomplicated. Attractive durable finishes. An impressive surface in every respect. Super 

Matt, a fashionably modern tactile look. Available in the Color Collection shades, as well as in basic 

black and white. 

For a stylish interior.



COLOR COLLECTION 
Pure  

Natural. Real. This is the surface ‘Pure’ in our Color Collection. Natural oak forms the basis of the 

textured effect created here. Clear structures with a bold character dominate the feel of the surface, 

adding that unique personality. Sophisticated and distinctive highlights. Create a statement with a 

door matt finish, select from the Color Collection shades.

Line Flame
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X COLLECTION 
Xtramatt  

Opening up new ideas with veneer: horizontal and vertical. Veneers with fresh and uplifting new 

surfaces. Designed by Piero Lissoni. 

Distinctive colours and structures. Its modern elegance emphasises the unique Xtramatt finish. 

Includes a protective layer. Everything is tailored to the Color Collection surfaces, offering a greater 

variety of combinations.

ALPI Velo surfaces 
design by Piero Lissoni

This Photo is courtesy of Lissoni Associati

Xilo Flamed Sand 
by Piero Lissoni 

Xilo Planked Black 
by Piero Lissoni 

Flamed Grey 
by Piero Lissoni 

Thermo Flamed 
by Piero Lissoni

Velo Mocha 
by Piero Lissoni 

Velo Brown 
by Piero Lissoni 

Velo Sand 
by Piero Lissoni 



FINELINE VENEERS  
Standard Collection  

Natural look, structure and substance. Veneers in selected woods, horizontal or vertical. Veneer grain 

coordinated through door to frame. Colorfast and protected with a standard lacquer finish. Modern 

refinement with a lasting finish.

Light Grey Oak Natural Oak Titanium Oak Walnut

Wenge Smoked Oak Anthracite Oak Graphite Black Oak
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